INDEPENDENT STUDY: Module 3, Class 41
Please note: The pictures and comments in the transcript and recording below have been gathered over many
years and where possible, I attribute them to their original source. If anyone connected with these photographs
or comments would like them removed, please notify me and I will be happy to comply.
The recording for Class 41 is almost 54 minutes long.
Class 41: Shell #s 38, 36
It is time to revisit one of the first shells you met in this course….
the Chambered Nautilus.
Here is a picture of the nautilus mollusk. As you discovered in the
first lesson, the Nautilus shell was the perfect model for you to
observe mollusk shell growth. When the Nautilus was born, all
that existed was just one tiny area in the center of the shell with
about 4 chambers inside. As the animal grew, it sealed off another
section at the start of the shell creating the 5th empty chamber and
lived in the larger open sixth chamber. When the nautilus
increased in size, it sealed off a section toward the back end of the
sixth chamber and added more shell material to the front end
creating a new, larger seventh chamber to fit its new dimensions.
Each time it outgrows its shell, it seals off the innermost area of the chamber where it lived and then extends the
outer most edge to fit its new size. Soon, the sealed off sections are stacked together creating the chambers of
the Chambered Nautilus shell.
Here you are viewing a Nautilus shell cut in half.
Keep in mind that although the Nautilus has the
original chamber it was born in, (which I labeled
the Apex) and every chamber it lived in since
then, the animal would be living only in the outermost chamber (I labeled that the Living
chamber).
If you look at the inside of the shell, it looks like
the chambers are sealed off from each other. I
want to draw your attention to the little notch in
each septum, or wall, creating the chambers in this
half of a Nautilus shell.

When the two halves of the Nautilus shell are joined, these notches create a hole that pierces each septum. The
holes permit the nautilus to send a tube, called a siphuncle, back through each of the earlier chambers. Until
now, we have not discussed the reason the nautilus makes these chambers. They serve a wonderful purpose.
The nautilus fills the back chambers with water to make it sink in the ocean, and sends pressurized gas through
the siphuncle to expel the water. Once the chambers are filled with gas, they are less dense, and the nautilus can
rise in the ocean. By altering the volume of gas and water in these chambers, it controls its buoyancy. This is the
principle of the submarine. In his book 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea, the author, Jules Verne, named captain
Nemo’s submarine the Nautilus.
Using the back chambers as ballast tanks filled with pressurized gas contributes
to the meaning for shell #38 in Ocean Oracle. The Pearly Nautilus means
“Pressure; stress.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twenty_Thousand_Leagues_Under_the_Sea
There is also an atomic submarine called the Nautilus which is now a museum
in CT.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/USS_Nautilus_(SSN-571)

The basic divination premise of the Chambered Nautilus is about patterns in our lives. Nautilus means
something from the past that you tried to close the door and leave behind you appears again as part of a pattern.
In relationships, you may notice that the faces change, but the emotions experienced are the same. You find
yourself asking, "How did I end up here again?" The reason this happens is because the original source of the
emotion still resides inside you. It never healed because you chose to close the door and walk away from it. To
get your attention, since it has not healed, it is one-upped in the pattern (just as the Nautilus grows larger and
larger chambers) until it is so in your face that you can't just turn away from it.
When Nautilus appears, it is an opportunity to heal not only the present situation, but also all the ones that came
before.
Since all the chambers are actually connected, the Nautilus teaches that when you are reacting to the current
situation, you are not just reacting to the current situation, you are reacting to all the other times you closed the
door and walked away. My thought is that the pattern is designed to eventually allow you to confront and heal
the original event. In Nautilus terms, it is providing buoyancy and assisting the event to "rise" in your
awareness. Nautilus is in your life to allow for discovering the first, tiny central chamber from which all the
others grew. Healing dissolves the need for future chambers. Then, you no longer have to attract that pattern
into your life.

This is what you need to know as far as the role
of Nautilus in a shell reading. As you can see in
Ocean Oracle, Chambered Nautilus shell
#36 means “Something from the past returning as
part of a pattern, mistakenly thinking a door is
closed on a past event.” The person may be
overreacting to a situation because they don’t
realize it is triggering all those that came before.

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2ovjxx
Video on Nautilus narrated by David
Attenborough

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nautilus More on
the Nautilus

Since we are entering the final stages of this course, I want to take you through the most advanced shell
information I have. This involves the Chambered Nautilus and is part of the information in the manuscript for
SEE SHELLS (the name I am considering for that third book I mentioned in the last class.) Since you read
about Unicorn Horns in the last class, and Luci’s knowledge of this unfinished manuscript, let me tell you more
about the Nautilus.
After working with Abalones as energy tools, I received an email from a woman in Canada named Pat Prevost.
She was the woman involved with such a huge revelation working with Moon Snail energy. Do you remember
the contribution from Little Moon Snail in our class on love lessons?
She wrote asking for insights on how Chambered Nautilus connects to ascension. Ascension is the ultimate
evolution of our energy.
Here is an excerpt from her letter:
Hi Shell:
I was asked to hold pieces of lava from different volcanoes in Hawaii by a person allowed to travel with them
who is studying Hawaiian shamanism and who sings the chants in a most incredible voice. I heard the name of
one of the volcanoes of the rock I was holding in my inner seeing and also understood that the Nautilus would
help to heal the islands to help them prepare for the ancient energies to come back to help with humanity’s
ascension. A goddess of the islands was holding a giant one from which light poured out to the islands and
there were women performing a ceremony wearing them around their necks.
Do you have any information on the shell with this regard for me? It turns out I have been working with this
energy for some time now without consciously being aware of it.

Since Pat has a copy of Ocean Oracle, I realized she wanted information beyond its contents. Here was an
opportunity for me to offer something back to my Moon Snail friend and teacher. I decided to respond by
allowing her a trip inside my head, to share all I knew about the animal and its shell, and to try speculating from
there. The following text in purple, is my effort to reply to her question (interrupted a few times to provide
background for you.)
I am glad that you asked me about Nautilus rather than just referring to what is written in Ocean Oracle. I have
had additional thoughts since that book was published. Just as moon snail was about inflating things (and you
taught me you can grow any light brighter) Nautilus is about a pattern, which traces back allowing for the
discovery of the original chamber. Here is my theory: Besides leaving behind all the pain of the situation each
time you close the door, you also have stored with it the gifts you have been given to heal the situation. My
thought is that the moment you are confronted with a situation that requires healing, you are also given the gifts
to work with to accomplish the healing. If you close the door on the situation, you also leave your gift locked
away. So, Nautilus is giving you the opportunity to reclaim the gifts as you heal the pattern.
You talked about using Nautilus to allow the ancient energies to come back.
Nautilus fossils date back over 300 million years ago, and
their living relatives can still be found today...essentially
the same animals just smaller in size due to competition.
At one time, they had no competition and ruled the seas.
If Chambered Nautilus is about a pattern in our life, the
Nautiloid fossil represents a pattern from past lives
carried into the present.
Class, let me pause here to help you appreciate this
Nautiloid fossil picture. Just as I was granted the gift of
the Green Tree Snail, the Imperial Harp from Mauritius,
and the 10-holed Abalone, you are looking at a rare
Nautiloid. It has the siphuncle still inside it. When I saw
this shell on the vendor’s table, I asked if that was the
siphuncle. The vendor was surprised I knew about this,
and informed me that when the fossil is cut, there is no
way the person cutting can see inside it. Very few of the
fossils end up with the siphuncle showing…a fraction of
an inch to the left or right, and you would not see it.
It is also worth noting that the pattern in which the animals grow their shell is in accordance with the sacred
geometry of Fibonacci numbers, sometimes called the Golden Section. One of my books says, "Perhaps more
than any other shell the nautilus's beauty goes beyond that of a beautiful bauble; it is a reminder of the order in
the universe." I also read that Fibonacci numbers, along with Chambered Nautilus, Orion's belt, and master
numbers (such as seeing 444, or 1111 or 2222 etc.) are some of the methods our soul contracted for each of us
according to our own sequence to trigger our awakening in our DNA.
(More about this later in class.)
http://www.crystalinks.com/sg.html Information on sacred geometry

In the Fibonnaci sequence, you add the previous number to the current number to arrive at the next number in
the sequence. If we use a 1X1 box, you begin with 0, 1 then 1+0=1 again. Then 1+1=2, 2+1=3, 3+2=5, 5+3=8,
8+5=13, 13+8=21 producing the sequence: 0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21
When drawn in cubes, it looks like this:

0

1

0+1=1

5+3=8

1+1=2

2+1=3

3+2=5

8+5=13

13+8=21

Now, if we
bisect each
of these
sections, it
looks like
this.

On the next
page, you
can see the
connection
to the
Nautilus.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kkGeOWYOFoA Nature by the numbers (Wonderful video beginning with
the construction of Nautilus using sacred geometry)

http://www.floweroflife.org/spiral04.htm This site is no longer available, but it was the source of the quote
below:
“This characteristic of the Fibonacci (always attempting to approximate the Golden Mean with greater
accuracy) can be used as a metaphor for our human condition, which will help us gain deeper insights into the
nature of spirituality.
If the Golden Mean is used as a metaphor for spirit and the Fibonacci is used as a metaphor for physical
incarnation (spirit incarnating into the physical and attempting to perfect itself to the ideal), then
metaphorically, our physical incarnation begins as a Fibonacci life form.

As we grow into a closer relationship with the ideal (spirit or Golden Mean), we can begin to sense an increase
in energy and revitalization. This revitalization can stimulate the intent and motivation of the physical being to
do everything possible to feel more energy and get closer to the ideal or golden mean. The physical being
(Fibonacci) is then compelled to proceed along a path that leads to getting closer to spirit. This often manifests
by cleaning the mind, emotions, and desires in order to bring about a clear inner temple that enables the mind
and body to become the best receiver for the ideal or spirit. This is also like Fibonacci approximating the
Golden Mean.
Eventually the thoughts, emotions, and desires of the physical being approximate the ideal very closely. At that
point the Fibonacci and the Golden Mean are in such a close relationship that a type of bridge is created
between spirit and the physical being. The limited beliefs of the physical being can be released and the
realization of the unlimited potentials available within spirit can be embraced fully by the human being in the
physical.”
http://books.google.com/books?hl=en&id=QY4Ewrnc22YC&dq=fibonacci+sacred+geometry&printsec=frontc
over&source=web&ots=dCrNp6Pa6W&sig=Phr14V37cizlwBVb_v_HCQTC5ew&sa=X&oi=book_result&resn
um=8&ct=result#PPA105,M1
Chapter 9: This site explains the math of Fibonacci geometry in more detail.
Since ascension is about approaching our divine perfection, as in the quote above: “the realization of the
unlimited potentials available within spirit can be embraced fully by the human being in the physical,” I
returned to Pat’s question and speculated …. how could Nautilus help with humanity’s ascension?
I asked her to allow me some free association...
You mentioned Hawaii and the volcanoes. Volcanoes vent the accumulated pressure from the Earth's core and
may explode if the pressure builds up. I can't help but notice that the Nautilus rises by using pressurized gas. If
the Nautilus' rising comes from using pressure to expel the water, maybe we are drawn to Nautilus in pressurefilled situations. This expels water (which is emotion) because we can't turn away from the pattern anymore.
This is a gift from Nautilus. The pressure forces us to confront the pattern that we had avoided until now. It was
impacting our lives anyway, that is why we repeated the pattern. By forcing a confrontation with our emotions,
we are given the opportunity to heal, and to retrieve our gifts.
The final obvious chamber that is in our face will allow us to connect to the ones we have closed the door on
long ago and allow the source of our original ancient gifts to arise. Maybe that is why the goddess had light
pouring out of her giant Nautilus...as a healing and awakening of the gifts we have hidden in our core. Maybe
her light will resonate with our own light to help our buried gifts float up to our awareness. This would connect
us to our own essence...our sacred geometry of our DNA. That should be valuable in the ascension process. I
hope some of this information/speculation proves useful in your quest. Thanks for stretching my thoughts about
the Nautilus.
Now for the most ambitious material in this course. I debated about sharing this, wondering if it would be too
difficult to teach, but as I wrestled with this, I received a letter from one of the new freshmen asking me if I
knew anything about Fibonacci sacred geometry of shells. I took that as a sign from the Universe to add this to
the lesson. This may get a bit involved, but you can reread this transcript and view the pictures if you want to go
over this at a later time. I realize that this won’t be for everyone, but as your teacher, I want to provide this
information for any student who may find this useful. It involves DNA, and leads to a guided meditation you
will find at the end of this transcript.

One day, I was sitting with my Nautilus, not realizing it was teaching me. The next morning, I awoke with the
thought that I have to look up DNA operons. I began as a scientist, so I was very familiar with this. However,
the Nautilus made me aware of the concept “as above, so below”. There is a theory that we have other DNA,
called etheric DNA that is not solid protein, but is still part of our blueprint. The DNA in our bodies codes for
every protein used to build our physical body, the etheric DNA codes for the building blocks of our nonphysical, light body. I got the thought that we can apply the principles of physical DNA to our non-physical
etheric DNA.
I want to share a little about physical DNA so you can understand what this means regarding etheric DNA. I
will go slowly and simplify this as much as I can. If you have any questions, feel free to email me. By the way,
you don’t have to follow the science for the meditation to work.

OK. Let’s talk about DNA.
The purpose of DNA is to provide a blueprint for protein synthesis, ultimately controlling the manufacture of
every component of our physical body. The DNA resides within the chromosomes in the center, or nucleus, of
our cells. Its blueprint is in the form of a code. The factory that manufactures the protein is outside the nucleus
in the surrounding cytoplasm. In simple terms, the factory needs the blueprint to manufacture protein, but the
DNA does not leave the nucleus. How does the information get to the factory?
Inside the nucleus, the DNA code is copied to a messenger, messenger RNA. This process in Step 3 below, is
called Transcription,

Messenger RNA (mRNA) takes the information
outside the nucleus into the cytoplasm where the
factory is located. The factory is called a Ribosome,
and you can see this in Step 5.
The factory has received its instructions for building
protein, now it needs the raw materials.

The raw materials are called amino acids, seen in Step 6 as little green balls. These are the individual amino
acids used to build protein.

In Step 7, the amino acids are carried to the
factory by transfer RNA. As you can see,
each tRNA attaches to only 1 amino acid.
Look closely at the tRNA, and you will see
3 yellow teeth on the bottom. These
represent nucleic acids, the “NA” in DNA
and RNA. These acids pair with each other
in very specific ways. For our purposes, we
will use the drawing of teeth.

Every short tooth will pair with a long tooth. This is the code. If the mRNA has 3 long teeth, it will only accept
a tRNA with 3 short teeth.

This brings us to DNA Translation converting the blueprint code into protein.

In Step 8 above, the teeth on the tRNA need to find matching code on the mRNA that pairs each short tooth on
the tRNA with a long tooth on the mRNA, and each long tooth on the tRNA with a short tooth on the mRNA.
This means the code on the mRNA is read 3 teeth at a time, looking for the match to one tRNA at a time, which
is one amino acid at a time.
The result is this: In the factory, Step 9, individual amino acids, the building blocks of protein, arrange
themselves according to the sequence presented by the messenger RNA, which was copied from the DNA. This
is how DNA can run the show even though it never leaves the nucleus.
The code on the messenger RNA tells the transfer RNA where to place each amino acid. When the chain of
amino acids releases from the mRNA, attractions exist which create bonds that result in folding the amino acid
chains into the complex protein structures that comprise our bodies. So, the reason for the code in DNA is to
give a blueprint to the mRNA for the final sequence of amino acids. In Step 10, the little green balls (amino
acids) form a chain (protein) using the sequence from the blueprint. This determines if you will have blue eyes
or brown eyes for example.
Now that we know how DNA makes protein, let’s look a little deeper. Depending upon our needs, there are
segments of our genetic code that are active, or turned on, and other segments that are repressed, or turned off.
This is called Gene Regulation.

In a simplified description, a section of the blueprint for these proteins is preceded by a promoter. Think of
promoters as the signal to the mRNA to “start copying here.” This activates transcription for those genes, and
those proteins will be made in the factory.

Another section, called the operator, determines if the mRNA will be able to start transcribing or not. While the
promoter tells us where to copy, the operator tells us if we can copy.
To accomplish this regulation, there are proteins, called repressors that sit on the operator blocking
transcription. If the operator is repressed, the structural genes that code for proteins will be inactive. You can
see this situation here:

The mRNA can see where to
start, but it is blocked from
copying the genes due to the
repressor protein sitting on
the operator.

Every cell in our body contains all of the genetic material for every protein we make. However, the cells in the
heart don’t need the proteins for kidney or brain, so those are turned off.
When circumstances require, another protein called an inducer will bind with the repressor altering its shape so
that it can no longer sit on the operator DNA. This removes the repressor, and that section of DNA is able to
activate its code for the proteins it controls. (Back to the situation in diagram 1.)

The messenger RNA can find the starting point and gather the information to take to the factory for protein
production. In essence, this protein always had the potential to be produced, but due to the repressor, it
remained dormant. The inducer removed the repressor, effectively turning on this segment of DNA.
Understanding the dormant genes that are repressed is the most important part.
By the way, the DNA with the promoter and operator is called a DNA operon. (This is what the Nautilus told
me to consider while applying the concept “as above, so below.”) Now you are exactly where I was when the
Nautilus offered this wisdom.

We have made it through the information on the physical side of DNA, let’s see how to apply this following the
concept of “as above, so below.”
In every cell of our body, we have two strands of physical DNA that perform according to the plan described
above. We also have etheric DNA that is unseen. If it, too, operates according to this plan, then we have etheric
DNA that codes for our energetic bodies, our sacred geometry. The by-products produced in this factory would
enable us to connect with perfect health, rejuvenation, psychic abilities, expanded awareness, manifestation,
universal language, etc. Just as with physical DNA, there are segments of our etheric DNA that are repressed
requiring an inducer to allow this section to be activated. Again, we always had the potential to manufacture
these building blocks, but they were dormant due to the repressor.
Repressors are necessary for the physical DNA because we don’t need all of our proteins produced all of the
time. There are some that are not essential unless our environment or our bodies change. For example, some
hormone production is regulated by sexual maturity. Babies don’t grow beards. For the same reason, our etheric
proteins are repressed until we reach spiritual maturity. They remain dormant until we possess the spiritual
maturity to handle them. Imagine the chaos if everyone could manifest their every thought. With so many
casual thoughts, we need to learn control before we are handed such power. When we are ready, an inducer
arrives to remove the repressor and we begin to transcribe our code. We are building our sacred geometry
etheric bodies.
You have seen that the physical DNA code is made up of Nucleic Acids. (That is the “NA” part of DNA, and is
symbolized by the yellow “teeth” in your photo.) The code is read 3 nucleic acids at a time (called a codon).
Each codon indicates a particular amino acid. So, by following the code, the factory uses one codon at a time to
add the next amino acid forming the proteins of our bodies.
What is the code for the etheric DNA?
I think it is a sequence of sacred geometry…. for example, master numbers, Orion’s belt, runes, and chambered
nautilus. Just as with physical DNA, it is about the sequence. Each of us has our own individual sequence. It is
possible, that just like the amino acids, the etheric building blocks read the sequence.
Have any of you noticed that you are suddenly aware of numbers like 11:11 or 22:22?
It does not have to be in chronological order. One person may have a long sequence that requires multiple
sightings of 11 in a row. Another person may require one 11 followed by a half dozen 22s back to 11 followed
by Orion’s belt. Once we complete the chain in the proper sequence, we produce the etheric protein that adds to
our etheric bodies. These are the “proteins” that permit expanded awareness and manifestations.
While the repressor is on our etheric DNA, we can look at 11 or 22 all day and it will have no effect. However,
if the repressor is removed, the segment of DNA is activated, and now the code becomes important.
People have suggested that the sightings of these building blocks wake us up, but it may first require that the
inducer remove the repressor to turn on the segment that had been dormant. This activates the code and then
sightings become significant. The removal of the repressor allows for the awakening.
Because we are all individually programmed, I can only give you a suggestion of what you might experience.
Activating your etheric DNA will expand awareness of all your senses, physical and non-physical. Through
your inner vision, you may find yourself noticing master numbers, or runic symbols, sacred geometry of
Orion’s belt or the chambered Nautilus. They may seem a treat for the eyes, but they also follow a sequence in

your etheric genetic code. Your inner sense of smell may lead you to enticing new aromas, herbs, and
fragrances. You may discover new music has an appeal, or the sounds of a cat purring or an engine revving
penetrate deeper. Textures may offer new delights beckoning you to touch stones, crystals, or shells, and rub
your hands over their surface. In the etheric realm, what all of these experiences have in common is the
vibration. And, what about food? It works on all the senses. The obvious is taste, but the food may draw you
due to its color, or appearance (sight), or its aroma (smell), or its texture (feel). Some foods are crunchy and
some melt in your mouth. As for the sense of hearing, that is where chewing comes in. Not for the sound it
makes, but for the rhythm you create when you chew….the vibration. You may be drawn to new foods for the
new cadence when you chew. You will notice this if it takes you more or less time than usual to eat. You have
altered your rhythm.
With heightened senses, you may experience new allergies. This is simply your recognizing that certain items
now interfere with these newly activated segments of your etheric DNA. Conversely, you will be connecting
with your blueprint for perfect health, so previous allergies may diminish as you alter your tastes for food,
fragrances, and sounds. Ascension sounds enticing, but it is important to mention that relationships and
activities that no longer support your increased perfection will be difficult to maintain. If they are not in
alignment with your awakening, they may even naturally fall away. Conversely, those relationships and
activities that support your ascension will intensify. New people and passions will enter your life offering
wisdom and direction.

You will find a copy of the guided meditation with the Nautilus at the end of this transcript.
This meditation derived from bridging the rational and intuitive hemispheres of my brain. It involves DNA in
both its physical and non-physical or etheric forms. The goal of this meditation is to activate previously dormant
etheric DNA. Some of you have not experienced working with etheric DNA until now. Similar to the bad
judgment of allowing a child to drive an automobile, we had to wait until we reached a certain level of maturity.
You are about to receive your learner’s permit. There are those of you who have been working with your etheric
DNA for quite some time. This will take you to a new level…in our metaphor, you are trading in your vehicle
for a higher performance model.
As I mentioned above, you do not need to understand the science of DNA for it to work. I was also pleased to
discover that it will not awaken you prematurely. If you would like to try this meditation, you are welcome. If
you are not able to complete the meditation, it simply means the repressor is there for a protective reason.
You can always return to this lesson to try it another time.
May the Nautilus serve you well!!!!!!!!

And now, with this connection to ascension, you can appreciate the cover of the SEE SHELL manuscript with
new insight.
The eye in the sky has a Chambered Nautilus pupil as a way to
indicate viewing the world through the wisdom of the shells leads
to ascension.
Here is an enlarged view of the eye:

And in another context, a pupil is a student…that seems perfect :-)
Seashells are See Shells

I am happy to announce that if you enjoy the Nautilus meditation on the next page, you can obtain a CD with
the introduction tracks and the meditation with full sound effects.
Here is the link: (scroll down to
the bottom for the Nautilus CD.)
https://www.oceanoracle.com/bo
oks/

The Nautilus Meditation
Find a place where you can relax and close your eyes. In your mind’s eye, see yourself alone on a beach of
warm sand. Kick off your shoes and wiggle your bare toes. Feel them clench, hold that position for a count of 3,
and relax your feet. Again, clench your toes, hold for a count of 3, and relax them. Dig your toes deep into the
sand and feel the warm particles surround your feet. Once more clench your toes, hold them for a count of 3 and
one last time unclench your toes. With this final release of tension, you feel your entire body follow suit and
relax. The soothing heat from the sand below and the sun above travels throughout your body, visiting every
muscle. Stretch your arms over your head, and notice how limber they feel. They stretch with ease, and so do
your legs. In fact, you discover that your spine is quite flexible as well, and it begins to stretch along with your
limbs. Calmly, you realize that as your entire body is stretching, it is growing. You are becoming taller, and able
to see a vista you could not view before. This growth continues until your entire body is doubled in size. Pause
here a moment, look around the beach and out at the ocean at the new horizon, and enjoy the view. Take it all
in.
Now, just as easily as your body stretched to this new size, allow your body to reverse direction returning to the
size you were when you first arrived at the beach. This reversal in growth does not stop here. Your body is able
to continue to grow smaller. You are half your original size. Shrinking more, you become half that size again.
Continue this process until you are about the size of your little finger. As you look around you, you spot an
empty Chambered Nautilus shell. It beckons you to enter and explore, and you are small enough to comply. As
you walk inside, stretch out your arms to the side and notice that your fingertips just touch the side walls of the
chamber that greets you. Draw your fingers across the smooth surface and walk in a bit deeper. You soon
discover the septum, or wall, separating this chamber from the one before it. Explore the septum, and you find a
hole large enough for you to easily crawl through. Please do so, and enter the next chamber. Its interior is a bit
smaller, and you find yourself shrinking again. Just a little, until your fingertips touch the side walls when you
stretch your arms out to your side. Your body immediately stops shrinking. There is room to maneuver as you
approach the next septum. Notice that it, too, has a hole. Again, you easily crawl through the hole and enter the
next internal chamber. It is even smaller than the second one, and you discover you are shrinking again. Reach
out to the side walls, and continue to shrink until your fingertips just touch the walls. There…the shrinking has
stopped, and you have plenty of room. Walk in until you see the septum separating it from the fourth chamber.
It has a hole as well. Now it becomes apparent that all of these holes are aligned. You proceed to follow the
spiral pattern back to the center of the Nautilus. Each chamber is smaller, but you simply stretch out your arms
and begin shrinking until your fingertips just touch the sides. The shrinking halts, you drop your arms and seek
out the hole in the septum. Continue to crawl through the holes of each continually shrinking chamber. Finally,
you find yourself in a chamber with no new septum. This is the central internal chamber, the first and tiniest
chamber from which all the others grew. You fit inside perfectly, and you rest here. Notice it is glowing with a
warm golden light. The light fills the chamber with its bright promise. Breathe in this light and let it bathe every
cell in your body. It passes through the cell walls and enters each nucleus. Now it enters each chromosome and
weaves its way into your DNA. You can sense the strands of etheric DNA and feel the pressure of the repressor
blocking segments from activating. As the golden light from the Nautilus connects with this DNA, it alters the
shape of the repressor so it no longer binds. You can sense the weight lift off as the repressor is released. This
dormant etheric DNA can now be activated. It encodes the blueprint of your divine essence….the sacred
geometry of your gifts and talents. You are here to retrieve them. You will never be the same, and yet you are
who you always were. Aspects of yourself were hidden, asleep until now. This is the wake-up call for your
ascension process.

Now that you know how to journey inside the Nautilus, you can return to this beach and the Nautilus will be
waiting for you any time you wish to enter again. But for now, it is time to prepare to leave.
In leaving the Nautilus, you will reverse the process. Crawling through the first hole, you remain the same size
as your fingertips touch the side walls. Following that first tight bend, you continue to draw your fingers across
the side walls during your exit. By the time you approach the next curve in the spiral, you notice you are now
twice the size you were in the central chamber. You instantly find the holes in the septums and enter the next
few chambers drawing your fingers along the side walls with each step. As you round the curve of this spiral,
you are exactly three times the size you were in the first. Continuing to grow while you exit the Nautilus, you
prepare for the next bend in the spiral. Notice how light you feel, and your senses are heightened. As you
arrive at the next bend, your fingers trace the pattern on the walls on either side of you, and your body grows in
proportion. You are surprised that you are not four times the size you were … as you expected…but 5 times the
size. At the next bend, you are 8 times the size you were when you began your exit. You continue to grow and
discover you are now13 times the size you were at the central chamber. By the next curve, you are 21 times that
size. With your expanded awareness, you realize you are growing according to the Nautilus pattern of
Fibonnacci sacred geometry, the Golden Mean. This happens rapidly as you enter each succeeding chamber,
and round the next bend in the spiral….you become 34 times the size, then 55 times reaching the last and largest
external chamber. Lingering here, allow your finger tips to caress the walls of the Nautilus one last time as you
step out from the shell and feel the warm beach sand beneath your toes.
As you relax on the sand, surrounded by the sun’s rays, you feel your body start to grow.
It continues to do so at a comfortable pace until you are your original size again. You look the same as when
you arrived, but something is different. All of your senses are heightened, and not just on the physical plane.
Your inner senses are taken to a new level as well. You connect with the Universal language of all light beings.
The Nautilus looks different to you now that your DNA is activated. It is communicating with you. It explains
that when you entered the Nautilus, your body diminished according to sacred geometry, but you didn’t know it.
As you leave the Nautilus, you are aware that you have grown according to your sacred geometry. This
realization assures you that your repressed etheric DNA has been activated.
As you prepare to return to this room, you leave secure in the knowledge that your code will be translated into
master numbers, Orion’s belt, and other sacred geometry to produce the products you need for your ascension.
You suddenly realize that the Nautilus communicated its message to you easily, and you look forward to
communicating with all light beings in their Universal language. Take a final moment to send thoughts of
appreciation for all you have achieved on your journey inside the Nautilus. When you are ready, bring your
attention back to this room and open your eyes. Blessings in this new phase of your journey!

One additional note:
After the Nautilus showed me this meditation, I shared it with a few people for feedback. One friend responded
that she had read something by the artist Katelyn Mariah. It involved Leonardo DaVinci’s sketch of the
Vitruvian Man and after reading the description of how to do the Nautilus meditation, my friend found the
similarities astounding. Katelyn explains that the Vitruvian Man comes from the study of proportions for
building temples, suggesting that the body is also a sacred temple.

You can see a drawing of the Vitruvian Man here:

This prompted me to do more research revealing
an astonishing connection throughout history.
Leonardo Da Vinci based his famous sketch of
the Vitruvian man on the work of its namesake,
Vitruvius, a Roman architect. Vitruvius held that
architecture should mimic nature, especially its
sense of proportion. Centuries before, Pythagoras
had introduced the concept of the Golden ratio
noting the same pattern found in all aspects of the
ordered Universe…the macrocosm and
microcosm. Vitruvius used Pythagoras’
principles to discover the proportions in the
greatest work of all…the human body. Working
from Vitruvius’ findings, Da Vinci’s sketch
depicts a man inscribed inside a circle and a
square. This blend of art and science
demonstrated how man fit into the cosmic order,
sharing its sacred geometry. DaVinci, inspired by
Vitruvius, who employed the precepts from
Pythagoras recognizing the pattern in all levels of
reality…this is our modern philosophy of as
above so below. Some scholars theorize that the
square represents material existence, and the circle is spiritual existence. In the Vitruvian man, DaVinci
correlates these two aspects of human nature.
The figure depicted in Leonardo’s sketch has two superimposed positions. Worthy of notice is the position of
his arms. They are stretched out to define the dimensions of the square, not unlike the position the arms take in
this meditation when touching the sides of the Nautilus. In both instances, the reason for this arm position is to
serve as a guide to maintain the proportions of sacred geometry. Although the Vitruvian Man predates this
meditation by centuries, DaVinci sketched it with the same goal as this meditation. The journey inside the
Nautilus is to reconnect with our sacred geometry.
If we think back to Vetruvius and his architectural principles, Katelyn Mariah observes:
“Thinking of the body as a temple, a sacred space that is home for the soul compels us to treat it in a completely
different way. It puts new meaning on diet, hygiene, exercise, how we approach a lover and all the things we do
with our body.”
This is exactly what can be expected upon completing the Nautilus meditation.
And the message of ascension can show up anywhere. While I was putting the finishing touches on this class, I
was surprised to see this take on Vitruvian Man from a quite unexpected source. Take a look at my surprise on
the next page!

Since the Vetruvian Man represents perfect proportions, it seems quite appropriate that the company calls this
the perfect salty-sweet snack ☺

